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          Abstract: The equations for diffuse reflection and transmission in a finite 
      plane-parallel atmosphere with an arbitrary stratification are solved by an iteration 
      procedure. Expanding the scattering and transmission functions in the number of 
      scatterings, we obtain the recurrence formulae for the functions representing the
      contributions due to respective orders of multiple scattering. Numerical results of an
      application of this method to a simple case  show that the present method is suitable for
      the case in which either the atmosphere is  thin or the albedo for single scattering is small.
1. Introduction 
    A method of solving the transfer equations for diffuse reflection and transmission in 
a finite plane-parallel atmosphere is discussed. In this problem, assuming a homogeneous 
stratified atmosphere, Chandrasekhar (1950) has developed a well-known method, in 
which the phase function is expanded in a finite number of Legendre polynomials and 
correspondingly the solution is expressed in terms of the X-and Y-functions. The X-
and Y-functions in turn are defined as the solutions of a pair of simultaneous non-linear 
integral equations. 
    From the theoretical point of view this method is applicable to every cases. 
However, if the optical properties of the atmosphere are not simple and the phase 
function can not be expanded in a small number of Legendre polynomials, then we 
must consider many pairs of the X- and Y-functions, which are specified by different 
characteristic functions. In such a case the method of using the X- and Y-functions 
is not convenient. 
    In meteorological optics the atmosphere contains a large number of aerosol particles 
having different sizes and chemical compositions. The phase function changes its 
aspect according to the meteorological conditions, and in addition it can be determined 
only numerically from experiments by use of a polarnephelometer or calculation based 
on a scattering theory. In order to apply the Chandrasekhar method to these cases, it 
is necessary to find the best fitting coefficients of the expansion for a given phase 
function. Of course such a process itself is not so complicated, but in general it may 
be difficult to fit the given phase function in details by the expansion without using a 
large number of Legendre polynomials. 
   On the other hand Goldstein (1960) and Gross (1962) have studied, assuming an 
 inhomogeneous and a homogeneous stratifications respectively, iterative solutions 
of the transfer equation for diffuse reflection in a semi-infinite plane-parallel atmosphere. 
In these studies, instead of the phase function, the scattering function is expanded in the
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number of scatterings, and the solution is obtained straightforwardly by recurrence 
formulae. This method adopted by Goldstein and Gross seems to be more suitable for 
the case of a finite atmosphere than that of semi-infinite atmosphere. Because less 
terms are needed in the expansion of the scattering function in the former case than in 
the latter one, owing to the fact that the contribution from the multi-scattered light 
increase with increase of the optical thickness. 
   In this paper, the same method as used by Goldstein (1960) and Gross (1962) is 
extensively applied to the transfer equations for diffuse reflection and transmission in 
a finite plane-parallel atmosphere with both homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
stratifications. The scattering and transmission functions are expanded in the number 
of scatterings and the recurrence formulae are derived for them. An alternative 
deduction of these formulae, which makes clear the physical ground of the method, 
is also discussed. Further, as a computational example, the application of the method 
to the simplest case of a homogeneous atmosphere with isotropic scattering is considered. 
2. Integral equations for the scattering and transmission functions 
   The local optical properties of an atmosphere are represented by the phase 
function  p  (T;  p,  p;  , q/) which measures the fractional intensity per steradian 
scattered from the direction  (p'  q)') into the direction  (p,  T.). We can draw a line 
between an inhomogeneous and a homogeneous atmospheres according as the phase 
function  J depends upon the optical thickness  r or not. We now give an outline of 
solutions for both atmospheres. 
    A homogeneous atmosphere. — In this case, a detailed discussion is not necessary. 
We shall denote the phase function by  75  (p,  of  ;  p',  c(1), the normalized phase function 
by Au, rp ;  p,'  co') and the albedo for single scattering by  co. The functions  y and co 
are defined in the usual way: 
                   y (ti,  P; IL', cP')  w-1-P(µ,  (P  ;12%  co') (1) 
and 
  r 
                   +1(.21' 
            —4
xP99; PrPt) c Pt d(2) 
 0 or equivalently 
             cop(s)/13(e) (3) 
where the volume scattering coefficient and the volume extinction (i.e., scattering plus 
absorption) coefficient of the medium are denoted by  3(c) and  (e) respectively. 
   The global optical properties of the atmosphere, being the  subjects of the problem 
of diffuse reflection and transmission, are expressed in terms of the scattering function 
S  (ri;  cri;  1u',  q/) and the transmission function T  (T1;  p,  co;  pr  ip'). These functions 
are defined as  follows: If  (p',  .71  represents the intensity of radiation incident in a 
plane-parallel atmosphere of optical  thickness  7,, in the direction  (—p',  q-/), the angular 
distribution of the intensity diffusely reflected from the surface  r=0 and that diffusely 
transmitted below the surface  T=T1are written in the forms
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1  2, 
 I  (0;  (P) =  4  it  u  j  J  S  (Ti;  ;  ,  (Pi)  I d  d  (P' (4) 
 o  o 
and 
                                            (.1 ,2r,
       (Ti; —(P) 4 uji  T  eri;  (1);  iinc  (11',  Pi)  d  d  (P'  • (5) 
 o  o 
When a parallel beam of radiation of net flux  n F per unit area normal to it is 
incident in the direction  (ito,  0)  ,  I  , q/) is expressed in terms of Dirac's  8-functions 
in the  form 
 'in,  (e  =  F  8  (ite  Thao)  8  (Co'  —  (Po)  • (6) 
Then, inserting (6) into (4) and (5), we get 
                I +  ,u,,  co)  =  4 S (Ti;  p,  P  ;  po,  (Po)  , (7) 
and 
                                                 , 
 I  (Ti;(P)-=
iti(T1;  (P;  ito,  (P0)  • (8) 
Utilizing the transfer equation and the principle of invariance, Chandrasekhar (1950) 
has derived the following nonlinear  intergi  al equations for the scattering and transmis-
sion  functions  : 
 (  1  + 1  )S (Ti; AS20) —y (S2 , —0)[exp( +  )11 
          ILO  / 
 CO dS2'dS2'    + 4n,.1*y (2, 2') S (71; D',S20)ft,±  4S (1-1;, 2') y ( 2', — Slo) 
 4  7t y  (S2,  —  P')T (Ti; ,S2',  S20) , 
      4 n' 
            0 fT (Ti;1 2,S2') y (2',  —  20) d  S,  
                                       d S2'  d 2"  
   + 166)7t,(S (7i;2,2')y(—2',2") S (Ti; D"Do)  it„ 
          co  
 16 71-2Ifd           T, 2,) y (2,) T  (Ti;2"0 •)it"(9)                   it 
and 
 (1 1
0T2,,S20) =y (—,20)o tt 
  co d S2'co rdS2' 
      4rs2, — P1T (Tis2',s20)-42,(Ti;.f2')(—12'DO)it,
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               y (— Q, D') S  (Ti; S2', S20) ,       4 rt 
          (1)   e-Tib,of  S  (T,  ;S2')  y(S2',S2o) d  
 4n:11 
 co fd   d 9" 
   +  18  7,2 (Ti; Q, 12')  y (Q',Q1T(Ti; $2"QC),                                                           p"
        r dd S2" 
 16 7r2 Ji T  (T1  ;•Ca')  Y`91Q")  S  (Ti;S2" Qo) 5 (10)  11 
 1  2.r 
where  (it,  (F) has been denoted by  S2 and  (-,a,  so) by  S2, and  I I   d d  fp' by 
 
o  0 
 f   d  S2'  . 
 An inhomogeneous atmosphere. — In this case, the phase function depends upon the 
optical thickness. We shall denote it  by  1)(7;  ,u,  qi  ;  ti',  q/). The normalized phase func-
tion and the abledo for single scattering are defined by equations exactly similar to those 
for the case of the homogeneous atmosphere. We shall denote them by y(T;  it,t,q); 
 (pi) and  co(T) respectively. 
   It should be noted that  7-dependence of w occurs, provided that the mixing ratio of 
absorbing and scattering particles contained in the atmosphere varies with altitude, 
while  7-dependence of y occurs when the atmosphere contains more than two types of 
scattering particles, such as air molecules and aerosol particles, and when the mixing 
ratio of them varies with altitude. 
   In general, for a medium containing several types of scattering particles, each of 
them being denoted by an index i and characterized by a normalized phase function 
 yi  cf./) the functions p, y and  co are expressed in the forms 
 (T;  1u,  (19;  P') (T)  Yi  Cu, 99; ru', 
 Y  (T  ;  11,  P;  ,  =  oJi  (T)  yi  (pi  (7')  ; ,  cp')  , (11) 
             (T)  (T) 
where 
                    coi0-)fli(s)/ pi(c)  , 
 ('r)  flics)0(s)  16i(5)/E  igi(s) (12) 
    The global optical properties of a semi-infinite inhomogeneous atmosphere which 
scatters radiation isotropically have been studied by Sobolev (1956) and others. Ueno 
(1960) has derived the complete set of the integral equations describing the global 
behavior of the radiation field in the problem of diffuse reflection and transmission in a 
finite plane-parallel atmosphere using the probabilistic method originated by Sobolev 
(1956) and also an extended invariance method. These methods give shape to an in-
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valuable suggestion made by Preisendorfer (1958) that in the case of non-separable 
media, a pair of reflectance  and transmittance operators for each of the two boundaries 
possesses polarity. 
   Although Ueno has treated in his study only the case of isotropic scattering, it is 
possible to apply these methods to the case of anisotropic scattering. Especially the 
application of the extended invariance method is appropriate in this case. 
   Now, along the line indicated by Ueno, we shall consider an inhomogeneous 
atmosphere of optical thickness  71  —  m (0 T1) illuminated in two ways by a 
parallel beam of radiation with net flux  7tF  , i.e., illumination in the direction  (-1/0,  9'0) 
at the surface  T-=_7.0 and in the direction  &to,  goo) at the surface  T=T1. The scattering 
function  S(T0,  Ti;  ,u,  yo) and the transmission function  T(To,  Ti;  p,,  NO in the  case of uni-
directional illumination of the surface  T=To are now replaced by  S(ro,  T1,  q);  PO,  99o) 
and T(T0,  T1;  ,u,  cp;  po,  9'0) respectively, because of the azimuth dependence of the above 
functions. Similarly, the scattering function  S(T1, T0;  ,u,  uo) and the transmission 
function  T(T,, T0;  II,  /20) in the case of uni-directional illumination of the surface  T=T1 
are replaced by  S(T1,  'r0;  u,  97;  duo,  q) and  T(T1,  T0;  u,  q);  p,o,  9'0), respectively. 
   The  diffusely reflected and transmitted intensity for each case of the illuminations 
are expressed in terms of the corresponding pair of the scattering and transmission 
functions as  follows: 
                         F , 
 (To;  p,  (p)  —(ro, Ti; p, cp;cp0) , (13)                          p 
                   (TI;  —  ,u,  (p)  =  4  
itt  T  (To,  Ti;  u,  cp;  po,  cp,)  , (14) 
for the case of uni-directional illumination of the upper boundary  T=70, and 
 F   ,  I*  (
Ti;  p,  (p)  =--  S  (T1,  To;  u,  cp;  po,  coo)  , (15)  4  
p 
 1*  (To;  p„ cp)  4  T To;It,  cp; gio)  , (16) 
                         u 
for the case of  uni-directional illumination of the lower boundary  T=71. 
   In a manner similar to that used by  Ueno, starting with the principle of invariance 
and the transfer equation appropriate to each case of the illuminations and eliminating 
the intensity  I or  /*, the complete set of the integral equations for the scattering and 
transmission functions are derived as  follows: 
                          1 r      S  (
To,  Ti;Do)--= Texp 1— (T —  To)ItoLP(T;—..Q0) 
 O 
 -1—p (T; P ,S (7,71;S2',d,                 4 7.E. 
         1d  S (TT1"P')fi  (T; ——S20)µ' Tr
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      +  16  .2-.1.fs  (T,  Ti;  S  ,S2')  p (7;  S2'  ,  S2")  S  (7,  Ti;  2"  ,S20)   d.Sd  d  T 
                                           (17)
  S (To, Ti; S2, S20)f70Pexp(TTo)(  I+1oI)1p(T;DPo) + 
 J                                                                                             ' 
      + e(T—To)ivop  (T;  2, —S2') T  (7,,  T;S2', 120)                                           dS2it'
  1 d        •eV-70)11'fT (7,m;2,12')p(T;S2',—2)                4 7r 
     • exp  1(T  —  To)  (—+ 1 )1 1617r2ff T(T, To; 2,S2') p (T; D' , — S2") 
 d  S2' d 2"1                                X T (70,T ;S20)
P,„— d  T(18) 
   T  (To,  T1;  S2,  Do) — f e--(T—T0)40 [e—(T1-7)/i-Lp (T; _2,20) + 
     ± 417€fT (T,; S2,S2')p (T; — SY, —S20)  , d D'+ 
     +1(T; - 2,2')S(T,T1; S2',S2)                      4 71” 
 + 161,r,  ff T (7, 7,; 2 „C2') p (T; - 12' , Sr) S (7,; 2" ,S20)d S2'd S2" idT                                    P P" 
                                         (19)
 Ti 
  T  (T0,  T1; 2,  Do) f e—(ri—r)m [e—(T—To)/Pop (T; — 2, —2)+ 
                             To 
 d  S2'      + 4 7T, f (T; 2, —2') T (To, T ;2', S2o)  + 
'
 +  e—(r—To)Pao 47rIS (T, To;SI,Si) (T;S2' ,20) d2+ 
    rid  S2'dS2"          167r,j(T, To; 2„.Q') p (7; 2', —D")T ( o,7; 2", 20) µ'P„ id T ,
                                          (20)
 S To;  9,  20)exp eri —(1  + —L)1  [p(T; -S 2,  Do) +        TDl P  Po 
    +  47r ffi (T; — S2,—'                2') S (T, To;S2',2)d2  
                               d S2'        - 
4S(T,To;1,S2')P(T,S2',9o),
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         •16 71.2                                                dD'dS2"   S (77°"
PPQS2')p(T;— 2") S (7,7.0; D",Do),„d T
                                            (21)
 Ti  
    S (Ti, To ; S2, Do) =exp— (7,— 7)(+  1(7 • —)         ToPPo3— 
                                                      D'          e(ri-')Pop (T"-2') T  (T1,T;S2' ,  Do)d+         4
71- 
                                                S2'         ̂e(Ti-T)/iL  47C JT(T,T1•2,2,)p(T;-2',20)d, 
       +  exp  (7 —  7)  (1 +   1 Y1 (T,;S2,„V)1-) (T; — , S2") 
                 du, 16  ir2 
 X T  (Ti,  T;  2",  0)  d   d  D„"  d  7  , (22) 
 P  P 
                                  Ti 
    T (T1,  T0; 2,  20) =f e-(TI-T)buoe-(T-To)IfLp(T;2, Do) + 
                                To 
    f 
   1
ndSa'   4 
               T (T'T°•S2"2') p (T; D', Po) , + 
                 1dD'                           (T.'-2,2') S (T,  To  ; S2', S2o), +         4
n. 
  •161 1ZD'd"                 T(T'T°'•2,')(T;2',— D") S(7,To; S2",Do)„ id T                              P P 
                                            (23)
     T (T1,  To; 2, Do)  =[e-(').-T)i,uop  (T;2,Do) + 
 1d        + 
47tfi  (T;  2, 2') T (T1, T; 2', Do)  , + 
         • e-(Tr-')/mo4  S (T,71'2,S2') p  (T;2',..Q0)d/ 7-r 
   1dD'dS2"  
 1-1- - 67r2 S (T,  71;—S2') p(T;S2',D")T (Ti, ;D",20)d 
                                                                                                                                                      , 
                                                   J
(24) 
                                  1 21% 
where  (p,  cp),  p) and  I I  •  -  •  •  d  d  q' have been denoted again by  2, -2 and 
 o  o  
•  •  •  •  d  D'  , respectively. 
   Although these eight equations describe the problem completely, only four among 
them are sufficient for ordinary problems, i.e., (17), (19) and (21), (23) which involve the 
pair of functions representing the forward and backward stochastic process of multiple
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scattering. In the case of isotropic scattering, the solutions of the corresponding set of 
the integral equations can be expressed in  terms of the generalized X-and Y-functions 
(Ueno, 1960), the values of which are determined depending on the distribution of the 
albedo for single scattering, ro-_-=co(r). 
3. Expansion of the scattering and transmission functions 
   In this section, using a method similar to that used by Goldstein (1960) and Gross 
(1962), iterative solutions of the integral equations for the scattering and transmission 
functions are derived. Begining with the case of a homogeneous atmosphere, we 
expand the S- and  T-functions in the power series of  co, which in this case is a given 
constant, in the forms 
                 S (T1; 20) =(ons,„,;  2,120)  , 
                                               n-0 
and (25) 
                  T  (T1; 2,  S20) =  co"  T  (,)  (Ti;  2„.42,) 
 n=0 
Defining 
 (ri;-Q,flo)I1 )                                     S (T • S2 S2 )                                     P o 
 (Ti; 2,  s2o)  (  P  PIo T  (Ti;  2'  2) 
and expanding them, we get 
 (71.; 2, S20) =ft)n(1) (71  ;  S2,120)  ,       n-0(26) 
 (T1;  2,  Do)  =  En 4P{.) (71; 2, flo) 
            11  (Poo = (-+1)S( .,) and lk(,)  —)T (n). Using (26) in place of 
(25) and inserting it into (9) and (10) and equating the corresponding coefficients on 
each side, the recursion relations for  (No and are obtained as  follows: 
 4) (0)  (Ti; 2,  S2o) =  0  , (27-1) 
  4(1)  (Ti;2;  flo) =--20)  [  1 —  exp ( 1 1 (27-2) 
                                     µPo 
   ci)(2) ; S2, S2o) 1
„. —  S2')  Y  S2'  PO) 
 1  —  exp  (  1 +  1, ); 11P Prd S2' 
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                                      )17It 
     1  
   + 47r y (S2,y (S2', — go)— exp E—±,                                              P/1Itoo,u, d 2' 
      1                                          d 9        e-TioloyST) y (2', — Do)—,'  4
7rP P 
      1  
 4e-rin' y(2,—  2')y(— 2',— 20) [e-TIP'0 —, dS2' , 7r 
                                                  (27-3) 
 'Cb(n)  (71;  2,  2o)  =   41
„  (n-i)  (Ti;  2,  2')  Y  (—  9o) ju +It 14-7  d
 1JPo   , d  2'    +   4  „jY9') 43(n-i)  (Ti  ; flo)                              Po+       
1  
     4e-riPu(Ti; 2,9')y— 20 , d2'  7 P P 
 4  e-71P-y (2, —S2').11, (n-i)h.;S2' , da0 P dS2' 7Z'  
1   n-2 r r   + 167.2„1Jicm)(Ti; fl, pi)Y(—2',s2") (Ti;s2", 20) 
 X PPo                                   , d „ d12"
                          P+PPoP 
         1 n - 2    +  *
(n)  (Ti;  2,  2')  Y (—  2r2")  lir  (Ti;  2",  Do) 
                                         PO             X  d   „ d  2" (n    3)  ,  (27-4)                                         Po — P 
 *(0)  (T1;  2,  20 (28-1) 
 `r (1)(Ti;  2,  Po) (—  2, —  Do)  [e-TiiP0  — (28-2) 
 (Ti  ;  2,  9o)  —  4,  Y  -Q  21)  y  (2' 
 X  [1. — exp                                       + 1 )/--  d  9' 
                                        + 




4r(— 2,— 2')(—e-r111 ,  d2'                                P P 
      1     - — 
4 7rJy(—2,— 9')y(— 9',—20)d 2',(28-3)                                                  Po — P
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 Ik(n) (Ti;S20) = 4r(T1; S2, S2') Y (— S2' flo)   d  2' 
 — 
      +4 n (Y)kot--1)(rl;flo)  12° d2'    4 -'Po—14 
      +  4n.  e-1/P°  Sb(n-1)  (Ti;  Sa,  S2')  y (9', —  flo) ,  d 
 + 14         
1  
       4              J(—S2,S2')(„-i)  (T1;S2',120) PoP   d2'  Tt 
 1 fly:
42 f f•"1" (7,  •  2,  2') y  (2') —2")*{.—.-1)  (Ti; 9",S20)         • 16n2
nn-1 
 X   d 2'  140  d  S2" 
 itt Po — p' 
    •1:2          n2 ,1  ff  *.  (Ti;  2,  2')  Y (—  ,  sr)  („_„,_,) (Ti;  20) 
                           
,   d  tf°  „  d (n    3)  .  (28-4)  P  P  P
o  +  14 
The functions  (f)(n) and  1/P(„) are determined, then, from (27) and (28) in terms of the 
prescribed phase function. 
   Next, the extension of the above method to the case of an inhomogeneous 
atmosphere will be discussed. In this case  co is no longer a constant but a function of 
T. For the sake of convenience, we assume that  6)(7) and all integrals involving this 
quantity are small although this assumption is not indispensable. We write 
                 S  (To,  T,;  S2,  20)  =  E  S(n)  (T0, T1; 2,  20)  , 
                                           (29) 
                 T(T0,;  2,  S20) =  E  T(„)  (70,  T1; 2,  20)  , 
and 
                  S  (T„  ,T0; 2,  flo) =  E Soo (Ti,To ; S2,20), 
      o(30) 
                 T  To  ; 2,  Do) =  E Too  (71,70; 2,  S20)  ,
 n-0 
where the  n-th term of the expansion is supposed to be the same order of magnitude as 
[co  (T)]'t. Inserting (29) into (17) and (19) and equating terms of the same order of 
mangitude, we obtain 
 S(o) (To,Ti; 2,  Po) =  0  , (31-1) 
 Ti 
   S(1)  (TO,T1;  2,  20) P  (T; 2, —  20)  e('-'0){  WO+  (11P0)}  d T 
 TO
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                                                            71 
 Er                                    —Do) (T)  e-(T-To)t (1/P)+01Y0) d  T  ,  (31-2) 
                                                       TI 
 S  (2  )  (T0, T1; S2, , 2) —  Ale—(T—To){0-i0+(L/u0)}dT 
                                                     Jo`.±7-1" 
 X  1f  p(i.;  S2,  S2')  si,(T,Ti;  SY,  S20)  d 2,' 
              + S(1)  (T,  71; 12, S2') p (T; —  2', —D) d                                    0) 
 47t—yi (12, /2yi2d "(2,'                                 1 (T)e-(,-7-0){.(1/)+o-/p0)} d T 
                                                        j 
 X  (7')  e-W-1[(1//'•')+(h/  Po))  d  T/ 
1
              +47z. (fl,_s2,) yS20) df1coj  (T)  e-(T-T0)( (1/1-)+ ( /t0)) d 
 X cti  (T')  e--(T'-T)(  +(in-")) d  ,  (31-3) 
                                                        71 
1
          S(n)(TO,•Ti;S2o) = 4 7r,EfroCOi(7)e-(T-To)(WO+ (1-/P0)  d  T 
 X  fyi  (S2,  S2')  s(„,)(T,  i;  2',  S2o) d  
                      
•  1'1 
                                      +JS(n-1.)(T,T1;2,)  2',  floN d — Att 
                1  n12
,2                  4S(m)T1;•12,12/) (— 2%12").5(„_„,_1) (T,  Ti;2", Sdo)       .-1 
 d2"  d  D'              X
 3) , (31-4) 
                                                    itt
 T  (0)  (70,7i;  2,  120) =  0  , (32-1) 
 T1 
 T(1)  (T0,  r1; 2,  Do) = p  (T;  — 2, —  S20)  e-(T-To)/Po d  T 
                                            TO 
 E  yi (— Do) Ji  (T)  e-(7-'0)/Po e-(T1-T)/P,d (32-2) 
                                                  To 
 T(2)  (T0,  rr1;  PO 
       4x.1'71e-(r— d  S2'                         To)/N d TLIT (1) (7,73; 2 ,121 5 (T; — D', —  Po)                     Th.'To 
 6—(T1—T)11'  p (T; — 2,12')  S (T, T1;12',  Do) d 
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 1dS2' T  = -  fYi ( Di)2 0) (Di (7) e-(T -r o)I Po drr             7r  i 
                                                                     0
 X(T')e(Ti-T')/1d 
                                                                                 Ti 
             JyiS2)7,(2',—0)  df                                         co•(T) e- Cod 7    47r ijTo 
 X f coo  (7)) e-(T '-T)(0-1P-')+ MO) d  7'  , (32-3) 
                            JT 
                                            rl 
   T (,,) (T 0,T1; 2, D) 1Ecoi  (T) e-(r-M)/uo d T                  47riJTo 
               — 
 f(n-1) (T,;2') Y2/, — 20 6112:                                                         1
la 
 f yi (—SZ, 2') S(n_i)  (T,  71;S',2o)d S2'  
          A — 11nE2T (n) (T,  r •2,12') v.;(2', 2") S (T,  Ti;  2",  Do)      ̀ i•7-tin 
              d   d  X
, (n  3)  , (32-4) 
where  (pi,  yi etc., defined by (11) and (12) have been used. It is possible to show that, in 
the special case of the homogeneous atmosphere, (31) and (32) are reduced to (27) and 
(28) respectively. 
   Inserting (30) into (21) and (23), similar expressions for the functions  S(„)  (71,  m; 2,  Do) 
and  T  00 (T1,  70;  S2,  flo) are easily obtained. These relations recursively determine the 
functions  S(„) and  T  („); hence, if these series converge, solutions of the problem are 
obtained by (25), (29) and (30). 
4. Alternative  deduction  ; physical ground of the method 
   Although the results of the preceding section are satisfactory, the basis of the method 
by which they were derived is somewhat indistinct. For instance, we assumed there 
implicitly that  w, the albedo for single scattering, is smaller than unity. It is not 
easy to prove mathematically that the series introduced in the preceding section con-
verge, and hence, represent the solutions in the entire domain,  0<co< 1, for an arbitrary 
phase function. 
   It appeared worth while, therefore, to make an effort to clarify the physical signi-
ficance of the method and place the entire deduction on this ground . In this section, 
we shall show that it is possible to assign definite meanings to the functions  S(„) and 
 T  („), and ensure the convergence of the series for all values of  co on this physical 
ground. We shall consider here only the case of a homogeneous atmosphere. However, 
the method of deduction is quite similar and is easily extensible for  general. cases.
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           It is obvious that the intensity of diffusely reflected or trasmitted radiation is
        expressed as a sum of the  intensities which are subject to various degrees of multiple
        scattering. We shall define the functions  Moo and  N(n) by writting the contributions 
        due to the n-times scattered radiation in the forms 
                              1                     I(n) (0, + S2) -4  7t.13/(n) (Ti;, 2') lin, (S2') d, (33) 
 1(n)  (T1,  =  4  7110  ja  JN(n)  ;  "(2')  lin'  (12') d  12' (34) 
           Suppose a parallel beam of radiation is incident. Substituting (6) in (33) and (34), 
         we have 
 I  (n) (0, + 2) =  4  
/2  Moo  (Ti;  2,  St  o) (35) 
 l(n)  (Ti,  -2)  -  4
y N(n) (Ti; 2,  20)  . (36) 
           The equation of transfer for  40(7, 2) is written in the form 
 dI(.)(1-,±Q)  1                        =  I(n)(T , ry (4  vizS2,S2')(T,S-2`) d S2'  d1 .1 
 -
4  7,  jv  (-±  2,  —  (.-1)  (7,  —  2')  d  <  /-1±  1)  , (37) 
        where  I  to  (T, +  2') = 0 and  1-  (0) (T,  -2') =  rc F  '')0  8  (p'  ps,)  8 (q/  -,/.0). Solutions 
        of this equation are required to satisfy the following boundary  conditions  : 
 I(n)  (0,  -  =  0 and  1(n)(7,,+  2)  =  0 (38) 
            Using the functions defined above, we can formulate the principle of invariancefor 
        the n-times scattered radiation as  follows: 
            I.  I(n)  (T,  2)  -   e-  Moo  (7,-  T; 2,  20)  4 
y 
                                                   n  1  
 +A f  M(n) (T1 — T; 2,2')(._.)  (T, -  2') d  2'  , (39) 
y
                             ,n                  1-(n)  (T  ; —S2)  =  YkT;2,3a                            4
u 
 1"                         + --•1",  j34.(„) T;  2,2')  I0,-m)  (T, 2') d  S2'  , (40)  4  7r,u  .-1 
 III.F                   Soo (Ti;.20)  -4 M00(T;2,  Do) + e-T(n)  (T, + 2)  4
yy  
1   n-1  +  E  j  N(m)  (T;  2,121  l(n„,)(7,+  Si') d  , (41) 
4
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IV.4 
kt 4  N00(T1; 2, ,C20) =  e-Tuo(n)—  T;2, DO  kt 
                                                                              n--1
          e-(7.1-711P- I (t)(7, —2) + 4 7-t„,_iN("1"')(T1—T;2,2')(„_„,) (T, —S2')  d  2'  . 
                                            (42) 
   For the first order scattering, the last term of the above equations vanishes, so that 
for  n=1 the principle of invariance is written in the simple forms as given by 
     ,F   -TO) (T,S2)4
it  e-T/P°  Mo.)  (71  T;  2,  DO  , (39') 
 I(D (r,  —  .2)  =  4  
p  N(1)(7;  ADO  , (40') 
 4  tt  s(x)  (T1;12,  2c)  —  4  M( 1)  (T;  20)  i(i) (T, +  2)  , (41') 
 4   T0) (T1; 2, DO 4  —  e-T1PoA T(1)  (Ti T; 2, DO +e-(71-T)/µI(i) (T,. (42')   
   Now, following the well known procedure initiated by Chandrasekhar (1950), which 
has been also applied in section 2 of this paper without any explanation, we can obtain 
a system of equations governing the function  M(,,) and  N  (,,). We assume that all func-
tions are continuously differentiable with respect to the optical thickness. 
    On differentiating (39), (40), (41) and (42) with respect to T, approaching the 
variable T either to the limit T=0 in (39) and (42) or to the limit  T=Ti in (40) and (41), 
and making use of the boundary conditions (38), we have after some calculation 
 ( I + 1)Mu) (TiPo) —y (S2 , 0)r1  - expl—/I+  1)11(43-1)  Popiao 
 (  1   IL + 1 Ito) M(2)  (T1; 2,DO 
                                                                                                                                                  ' 
 r d S2  — 7,—Y  (2,  2')  M(1)  (71;  ,   12,  +   46)7t  1. M(1)  (Ti;  2,  2')  Y  ( ,  20)  -                                          itt
   co  dD' 
     e- T1/1-, 4
7rr(2' "f2') N(1)  (Ti;  ,  2)  , 
                    —6-71/1-0    f N(1)  (ri;  2,  D')  Y  (2', —  DO  d  , (43-2) 
 4  7t 
 (   +   1o )  M(n)  (Ti;  2,  20)         It 
      (,) dS2'     — 4rY  (2,  S2')  M(4-1)  (Ti;  SY,  Do)
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                                                             d D' 
                              +(n--1)  (Ti; 2, 2') y (- Q',- 2)ii  ),  4,07,1m. 
          
,w          ____e-710,, 4n,  jY  (2,  - 2')  N  (n,1)  (Ti;  2',  2)   fl,  
 --  e-'1/u0  46)„  f  N(.-:(Ti.;  2,  2')  y(2',-  flo) S2: 
                                              P 
    co n - 2N.d 2' d2"         +  16 7t2 iIIM(m)  (Ti; 2, 2')  y (- 9', 2")  M(.-m-1) (Ti; 2", 20) ji.- ii-,;- 
          ft)  E2fjN1(1-•9 D')v(12'-2")N(,_,) Ti:9",Do) d 2,r d2,: (rtri.23),       16 71'2,,_("t'1"i'it1.1 
 (43-3) 
    (1 1          p. po)N(,)  (Ti; 9,  Do)= co y(- 2,-  Po) [e-Ti/c0 -  e-Ti/  ,  (44-1) 
 11            -- /7-) N(2) (Ti; 9,Do) 
             co  rd12'  = 4
niy (- 9, - 2')  N(1) (Ti; 2',  2) ---- ,- 
                                                  dg 
            y(_s2,9-)1:4:17T:(rjri;N2(,1:,:::::2,,S2') y (- 2',-,Q0)it,  d2'                    __e-,14,             reI  :
         COdS2'                         +  e-TilF047JMg)(Ti;2, S2') y (9',-2) (44-2) 
                                                                                    itt 
 I  10,                   N()(Ti;22) = Iy (-2,- ST)N(,,_,) Ti;2',20)-it.,        ( /A--juo)n,,0 4n, 
              cod2'           --4---jN ("_1)(Ti'•2,2') y (- ',- Do), 
  7rIL 
         co d  S2'                             - e-Tilt,-'jy(- 2,12') M(,-1)(Ti; 9',Do) -It,    7r 
                                         d 2'
           +  e-ro/po   4n .114,1)  (Ti;  2,  2')  y  (2', -  2o)  , 
P
      ct) n - 2 rrd12'd12"  + 1670,,,,,ij M(m) (T1;  2,  2')  Y  (2', - 2")  N  (n-m-i)  (Ti; 12 ,Do) -12, - ii- „
     co u -2 rrd S2' d S2"  - 16 7r2 ,E, j iNN(m)(Ti; 2,2') Y(- 2'2',2") M(n-m-i) (Ti; 2" ,20) --ft-, IA-  ” 
                                    (n  3)  . (44-3)
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                                                                            6    Defining 4)(„)(-- —1+  1)oy-s M(n) andJr(),,11).) N(,) and 
 Po 
introducing them into  (43-1)-(44-3), we find that these equations are identical with (27) 
and (28). Similarly, applying the above method to the case of an  inhomogeneous 
atmosphere, we can also obtain the  relations which are identical with (31) and (32). 
   From these results, it is clear now that the physical meaning of the method of 
the preceding section is to expand the radiation field, and then the related functions, 
according to the number of scatterings. On this ground and the uniqueness of the 
solution of the basic equation, we can conclude that the series (25), (29) and (30) 
converge and so represent the solutions uniqely in the entire domain,  0<o<1. 
5.  Example  ; rapidity of convergence of the solutions 
   We now consider, by way of a computational example, the application of our 
method to the case of homogeneous atmosphere with isotropic scattering i.e., the 
case  y(S2,  S2,9) EE 1 and  ro is a constant with respect  of T. This problem has been studied 
by many workers and exact solutions are available, which we shall use to compare with 
our results. 
   In this case the problem is independent of the variables  'p and  (pa, and the 
intensities of diffusely reflected and transmitted radiations are written in the forms 
                                             o  1  (0;  +  it)   sit, tto)P                                          4,(.) (Ti;P, Pp)      4
,u4(Po+(45) 
 I ttoF   (Ti;  du)  = -47t- T ('ri; ea, ito) =  4 (Po)E co',k((Ti;11, Po)  •
The relations for the functions  yi(n)(T,;  po) and  *00(T1;  ,u,  pa) are easily obtained 
from (27) and (28), and are not repeated here. To evaluate these functions, we adopt a 
direct numerical computation based on Gauss's quadrature formula dividing the 
integrals involved into 9 for the incident direction and 10 for the scattering direction. 
   Although the problem of diffuse reflection and transmission is mainly discussed 
with regard to the angular distribution of the intensities of emergent radiation we 
shall consider here the fluxes of emergent radiation in place of the intensities. Denoting 
the fluxes of diffusely reflected and transmitted radiations by  U(71,  duo), and  D(7,,  p0) 
respectively and expanding them in the power series of  co, we have 
          U(Ti,  Ito) 2  7t  JI  (0,  it)  d  con  U(n)  , 
 o (46) 
 D  (ri,kto)  27tf —P)PdP----Et6"D(n)  (T1>  Po) 
where the n-th terms,  co"U  („)(71, u0) and  onD(„)(Ti,  kt,), are the contributions to the total 
fluxes due to the n-times scattered radiation, and the functions  (,i)  (71,  it  0) and 
 D(„)(7,,  yo) are written in the forms
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                          1 il            U(n)  (Ti,  µo} = 7rF Po -2-- i 1)(n)  (Ti;  itt,  Ito)                                                   d it ,
                    Po +  P (47) 
                                      o 
                          1il  D(0  (71,  Po) = 7r FIto-2-j,froz) (71; ft,duo) tt                                         d it 
                                               itto IL  0 
In evaluating U and D from (46) and (47), we use again Gauss's quadrature formula. 
   On the other hand, the exact solutions for U and D are expressed in terms of the  
.V and Y-functions as  follows: 
                                 1
      U (Ti, Po) —77.FP.1                  o-2-,. [x (Po) X (,a) —  Y  (Po)  Y  (P)] 14_,_.dft,                                         Ito ,it(48) 
            o
                       r                                  11it     D (71,Ito) =7r.F Po-2-(-1'i[Y (Po) X (P) — X (NO  Y  (IL)] d ,u,, 
                                                        Po —P                           Jo 
where 
 3.  d  
ii,  Y  CO  = 1 + -coi--P [X  (u)  X  (u') —  Y  (P)  Y  (P')] 




         Y-(1,1,)= e-T'''' +1d  ` -2-Pi[Y (it)  X (u') —  X  (IL) Y (u')] „ 4_„                                                                  4-it;•
 We also evaluate U and D from (48) basing on the numerical values of the  X-and 
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      Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
            Fig.  1 Ratio  L71  n)  (71,  po)/U(1)(7-1,  p) as a function of n for  ,u0=0.5. 
           Fig. 2 Ratio  D(n)(71,  po)/D  (1,  (71,  po) as a function of  n for  po= 0.5.
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Y-functions tabulated by the Chandrasekhar et al. (1952) and Mayers (1962) and those 
obtained by our supplementary computations. 
   The relative importance of the radiation scattered once, twice, etc., are illustrated 
in Figs.  1-2. Fig  1 shows the ratio  U(„)(71,  NO to  U(1)(T1,,u0) as a function of n, the 
number of scatterings, taking  rr, as a parameter. The direction of incidence,  14,, is 
assumed to be 0.5. It will be seen in the figure that in the case of small  T1 the ratio 
decreases rapidly with increase in  n, but that in the case of large  T1 the relative impor-
tance of the multi-scattered radiations increases. Fig. 2 shows, correspondingly, the 
ratio  D(n)  1u0) to  D(,)(7,,  N). The abscissa and the direction of incidence are the 
same as those of Fig.  I. When  T1 is small the ratio decreases with increasing n as rapid 
as  U001U(1). The ratio for higher values of n increases more rapidly than  U(„)1U(i) 
with increasing  T1. The relative magnitude of the fluxes due to the n-times scattered 
radiation are given as the ratios,  U(„)/U(i) and  DoolD(,), multiplied by  cn-a. For 
small values of  co only a few terms of the lower order are necessary. For large values of 
 o, however, heigher order terms are not negligible when the atmosphere becomes thick. 
   The diffusely reflected and transmitted fluxes for the cases of  co=1, 0.6 and 0.2 are 
illustrated in Figs. 3-5. These figures show the approximate and exact solutions to the 
diffusely reflected flux (the left) and diffusely transmitted flux (the right) as a func-
tion of  T1 or  yo, the effective thickness. The value of  ,u, is assumed to be 0.5. The 
curve denoted by n in the figure presents the n-th order approximate solution, i.e., the 
solution taking into account up to n-times scattered radiations, and the curve denoted 
by  co presents the exact solution. Although only one case of incidence,  1a0=0.5, is 
illustrated, the figures for other values of are essentially similar and roughly speaking 
they are independent of  ,u if we use the effective thickness,  Tilizo. 
   Comparing the approximate solutions of various orders with the exact solution, it 
is found, as expected from the physical grounds, that the present analysis is best applied 
to the atmosphere in which either  7.1 or  co is small. In a thick atmosphere with large  0), 
 EFTECTIVE  THICKNESS,  ?/j 
       0.5  1 5  10 0.5  I 5  10 
 Lk)-  I c.  W  1 
 6 
 0.5  - 
x   3  oo  2 
 9:1.1  0.5  I  5  0,I  I   ,t  t   0,5 1  5  10 
 OPTICAL  THICKNESS.  2' 
 Fig. 3 Reflected flux (the left) and transmitted flux (the right) as a function of  7-1, or of  Ti /  po 
         for  /10=0.5 and  CO  = 1  . The curve denoted by n presents the n—th order approximation,
        and by  co, the exact solution.
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                                      EFFECTIVE THICKNESS,  7,9.6  
1 10   I 10   ^  1  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  1  I  I  I  11  I  1  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
 w-0.e  op  0.8                              4 -   0.2-  3 
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                                                                                     co
                                                             3                                                         2 
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                 _J        LL          
I I I I 11 1 1 1  r I 11 1  I  
        0.5 1  5  0.1  0.5  I  5  10
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                         Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3 but for CO=0.6.
                                        EFFECTIVE THICKNESS, Ti/ I
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       LL        ^  
I I I  I i  
 0  0.5  1  5  0.1  0.5  1  5  10 
                                          OPTICAL  THICKNESS,  7 
                         Fig. 5 Same as Fig. 3 but for  6)=0.2.
however, convergence of the series are not so rapid and in order to attain sufficient 
accuracy many terms must be  taken. In this case it seems necessary to find other way 
of approach. 
   Acknowledgement: The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Prof. G. 
Yamamoto for his kind guidance and encouragement throughout this work. 
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                           Appendix 
                    The principle of reciprocity 
   The symmetry of the functions S and T for the pair of variables  (1,i,  cp) and  (po,  (p0) 
is an important property in the theory of radiative transfer , and is generally referred 
to as the principle of reciprocity. This property has been studied by Minnaert (1941), 
Chandrasekhar (1950), Busbridge (1955), Case (1957) and others for a homogeneous 
atmosphere and then, by Ueno (1960) for an inhomogeneous atmosphere. 
   In this appendix we shall consider the corresponding symmetry of the functions 
 Soo and  Too. It is easily shown as expected that the functions  Soo and  Too follow the 
same symmetry as the functions S and T do. 
   We shall start from the well known symmetries of the phase functions as given by 
 p  (T; 2,  IQ (T;  2o,  D)  , 
 (T;  -  2,  —  20)  P  (T;  2,  2o)  , (Al) 
 fi  (T;  —  2o)  J  (T; -  20, 2) =  fi  (T;  ,Q -  2)  • 
   Introducing (Al) into (43) and (44) and utilizing the method of mathematical 
deduction, the following relations are obtained for all values of  n>  1: 
 S(e)  (T1; 2,  2o)  =  S(n)  (T1;  2o,  2) 
 T(n)  (T1; 2,  1o) (Ti; 20, 2)  • (A2) 
   Similarly, introducing (Al) into (31), (32) and corresponding relations for the 
functions  Soo  (T1,  To;  2,  Do) and  T(0(7-1,  2,  Do) and making use of the method of 
mathematical deduction, we can also obtain the symmetry of the functions for an 
inhomogeneous atmosphere as  follows:
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 S(„,) (T0,  Q,  Do) =  Soo  (T0,  Ti;  Do,  Q)  , 
 S(,)  (T1,  To;  D, Q0)  =  Soo  (T1  To;  Do,  Q) , (A3) 
and 
 T(n)  (To,  T1;  S2,  Q0)  (n) (T1,  To;  Do,  S2)  •
From definitions it is obvious that the functions S and T follow the same symmetry as 
the functions  Soo and  Too, It is easily shown that these relations are certainly 
compatible with the integral equations (9), (10) and (17)—(24).
